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Abstract
Two-step predictor/corrector methods are provided to solve three classes
of problems that present themselves as systems of ordinary differential equa-
tions (ODEs). In the first class, velocities are given from which displacements
are to be solved. In the second class, velocities and accelerations are given
from which displacements are to be solved. And in the third class, acceler-
ations are given from which velocities and displacements are to be solved.
Two-step methods are not self starting, so compatible one-step methods are
provided to take that first step with. An algorithm is presented for control-
ling the step size so that the local truncation error does not exceed a specified
tolerance.
1. Multi-Step Methods for Mechanical Engineers
Multi-step methods [2, 6] are numerical schemes that are used to ap-
proximate solutions for systems of ODEs which commonly arise in engineer-
ing practice. Because the intended readers of this document are my stu-
dents, whom will become Mechanical Engineers upon graduation, I present
these methods using variables that are intuitive to them: time t is the inde-
pendent variable of integration, and position x “ tx1, x2, x3uT is the de-
pendent variable of integration (plus, sometimes, velocity) while velocity
v “ tv1, v2, v3uT “ vpt,xq and acceleration a “ ta1, a2, a3uT “ apt,x,vq
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are functions of these independent and dependent variables. The time rate-
of-change of acceleration is jerk 9a “ t 9a1, 9a2, 9a3uT, which is introduced as a
means by which improvements in solution accuracy can be made. Problems
like these commonly arise in applications within disciplines like kinematics,
dynamics, thermodynamics, vibrations, controls, process kinetics, etc. The
methods presented in this document apply to systems of any dimension, it
is just that t, x, v and a are physical notions for which my students have
intuitive understanding.
Current engineering curricula expose students to some basic methods like
Euler’s method (you should never use forward-Euler by itself), a simple Euler
predictor with a trapezoidal corrector, often called Heun’s method, and the
Runge-Kutta method. Kutta [8] derived the Runge-Kutta method (Runge
played no part here). This method, likely the most popular of all ODE
solvers, was not the method Kutta actually advocated for use. He derived a
more accurate fourth-order method in his paper—a method that has sadly
become lost to the obscurity of dusty shelves.
The intent of this note is to inform my students about the existence and
utility of a whole other class of ODE solvers that have great value in many
applications. These are called multi-step methods. They make an informed
decision on the direction that its solution will advance into the future based
upon where it has been in the recent past. In contrast, Runge-Kutta methods
sample multiple paths in the present to make an informed decision on the
direction that its solution will advance into the future. The past does not
enter into the Runge-Kutta process. These two classes of numerical methods
are fundamentally different in this regard. There is an emerging field within
computational mathematics where these two approaches are being melded
into one. They are called general linear methods, and two such methods can
be found in Appendix D of my textbook [3]. We will not address them here.
2. The Objective
Throughout this document we shall consider an interval in time r0, T s
over which N solutions are to be extracted at nodes n “ 1, 2, . . . , N spaced
at uniform intervals in time with a common step size of h “ T {N separating
them. This is referred to as the global step size. A local step size will be
introduced later, which will be the actual step size that an integrator uses to
advance along its solution path. This size dynamically adjusts to maintain
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solution accuracy, and is under the control of a proportional integral (PI)
controller.
Node n is located at current time. Here is where the solution front resides.
Node n´1 is where the previous solution was acquired, while node n`1 is
the where the next solution is to be calculated. In this regard, information
storage required by these methods is compatible with memory strategies and
coding practices adopted by many industrial codes like finite elements. This
requirement of working solely with nodes n´1, n, n`1 will limit the accuracy
that one can achieve with these methods. Higher-order multi-step methods
require more nodes, and as such, more information history.
Our objective is to construct a collection of numerical methods that re-
semble the popular, second-order, backward-difference formula [6] denoted
as BDF2 in the literature and software packages. BDF2 is described by
xn`1 “ 13
`
4xn ´ xn´1
˘` 2
3
hvn`1 `Oph3q
and is an implicit method in that v “ vpt,xq, typically, and therefore xn`1
appears on both sides of the equals sign. There are good reasons for selecting
this numerical model upon which to construct other methods; specifically,
BDF2 is a convergent method in that it is consistent and A stable [2]. These
are noble properties to aspire to, but whose discussion lies beyond the scope
of this document.
Here your professor seeks to provide techniques that address three ques-
tions: i) How can one apply an implicit multi-step method where you need to
know the solution to get the solution? ii) How can one startup a multi-step
method, because at the initial condition there is no solution history? and
iii) Numerical ODE solvers typically solve first-order systems, but Newton’s
Laws for Motion are described with a second-order system. How can one
construct an ODE solver designed to handle these types of problems?
An answer to the first question is: We will introduce a predictor to
get an initial solution estimate; specifically, predict/evaluate/correct/evalute
(PECE) schemes are developed. An answer to the second question is: A
single-step method can be used to start up a two-step method. And an an-
swer to the third question is: We will use the natural features of multi-step
methods and Taylor series expansions to construct solvers for second-order
ODEs. Several of the methods found in this document are not found in the
literature. Your professor created them just for you!
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2.1. Strategy
The strategy used to construct multi-step algorithms is to expand an ap-
propriate linear combination of Taylor series for displacement x taken about
solution nodes at discrete times. In our case, expansions are taken about
times tn´1, tn and tn`1 such that their sum replicates the general structure of
the BDF2 method. Specifically, we seek two-step methods with constituents
xn`1 “ 13p4xn ´ xn´1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ that are common betwixt them.
Each Taylor series is expanded out to include acceleration a for methods
that solve first-order ODEs, and each Taylor series is expanded out to include
jerk 9a for methods that solve second-order ODEs. The pertinent series for
displacement include
xn`1 “ xn ` hvn ` 12h2an ` 16h3 9an ` ¨ ¨ ¨ (1a)
xn “ xn`1 ´ hvn`1 ` 12h2an`1 ´ 16h3 9an`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ (1b)
xn “ xn´1 ` hvn´1 ` 12h2an´1 ` 16h3 9an´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ (1c)
xn´1 “ xn ´ hvn ` 12h2an ´ 16h3 9an ` ¨ ¨ ¨ (1d)
where the set of admissible expansions only involve nodes n´1, n and n`1.
Once these are in place, like Taylor expansions for the velocity are secured
vn`1 “ vn ` han ` 12h2 9an ` ¨ ¨ ¨ (2a)
vn “ vn`1 ´ han`1 ` 12h2 9an`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ (2b)
vn “ vn´1 ` han´1 ` 12h2 9an´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ (2c)
vn´1 “ vn ´ han ` 12h2 9an ` ¨ ¨ ¨ . (2d)
These series are solved for acceleration for the first-order ODE solvers, and
for jerk for the second-order ODE solvers. These solutions for acceleration/
jerk are then inserted back into the original series for displacement. The net
effect is to incorporate contributions for acceleration/jerk by approximating
them in terms of velocities and, possibly, accelerations, thereby increasing the
order of accuracy for the overall method by one order, e.g. from second-order,
i.e., Oph3q, to third-order, viz., Oph4q, for the second-order ODE methods.
This is accomplished without the solver explicitly needing any information
about jerk from the user, which would be hard to come by in practice.
We speak of a method being, say, second-order accurate, and designate
this with the notation Oph3q. There may seem to be an apparent discrepancy
between the order of a method and the exponent of h. This comes into
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being because the ‘order’ of a method represents the global order of accuracy
in a solution, whereas the exponent on the h-term represents an order of
accuracy in the solution over a local step of integration with the exponent
on h designating the order of its error estimate.
Our objective, viz., xn`1 “ xn ` ¨ ¨ ¨ for one-step (startup) methods and
xn`1 “ 13p4xn ´ xn´1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ for two-step methods, is achieved by applying
the following linear combinations of Taylor series
predictors ð
#
1p1aq one-step
1p1aq ´ 1
6
p1cq ` 1
6
p1dq two-step
and
correctors ð
$’&’%
1
2
p1aq ´ 1
2
p1bq one-step
4
3
p1aq ` 1
3
p1bq ` 1
3
p1dq two-step #1
4
3
p1aq ` 1
3
p1bq ´ 1
6
p1cq ` 1
6
p1dq two-step #2
with
truncation errors ð
$’&’%
1
2
}p1aq ` p1bq} one-step
1
6
}2p1aq ` 2p1bq ` 1p1cq ` 1p1dq} two-step #1
1
3
}p1aq ` p1bq} two-step #2
wherein the parenthetical numbers refer to the sub-equations listed in Eq. (1)
and where the coefficients out front designate the weight applied to that
formula. To be a corrector requires expansion (1b), which must not appear
in a predictor.
There are two ways to construct a corrector that satisfy our conjecture,
and both will be used. A design objective is to come up with a predictor/
corrector pair that weigh their contributions the same; specifically, their dis-
placements are weighted the same, their velocities are weighted the same,
and when present, their accelerations are weighted the same, too.
3. PECE Methods for First-Order ODEs
The following algorithm is suitable for numerically approximating solu-
tions to stiff systems of ODEs, which engineers commonly encounter. The
idea of mathematical stiffness is illustrated through an example in §6.1.
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For this class of problems it is assumed that velocity is described as
a function in time and displacement, e.g., at step n a formula would give
vn “ vptn,xnq. An initial condition xp0q “ x0 is required to start an analysis.
The objective is to solve this ODE for displacement xn`1 evaluated at the
next moment in time tn`1, wherein n sequences as n “ 0, 1, . . . , N´1.
Heun’s method is used to take the first integration step. Begin by apply-
ing a predictor (it is a forward Euler step)
xp1 “ x0 ` hv0 `Oph2q (3a)
which is to be followed with an evaluation for velocity vp1 “ vpt1,xp1q using
this predicted estimate for displacement. A corrector is then applied (it is
the trapezoidal rule)
x1 “ x0 ` 12h
`
vp1 ` v0
˘`Oph3q (3b)
after which a final re-evaluation for velocity v1 “ vpt1,x1q is made and
the first step comes to a close. In this case, using another Taylor series to
subtract out the influences from acceleration did not bring about any change
to the formula. This is not unexpected, as the trapezoidal method is already
second-order accurate, i.e., it has a truncation error on the order of Oph3q.
The step counter is assigned a value of n “ 1, after which control of the
solution process is passed over to the following method.
For entering step counts that lie within the interval n “ 1 to n “ N´1,
numeric integration continues by employing a predictor
xpn`1 “ 13
`
4xn ´ xn´1
˘` 2
3
h
`
2vn ´ vn´1
˘`Oph3q (4a)
followed by an evaluation for velocity via vpn`1 “ vptn`1,xpn`1q using this
predicted estimate for displacement. Here including correction terms for ac-
celeration changed 1
6
hp5vn ´ vn´1q to 23hp2vn ´ vn´1q and in the process
improved its accuracy from Oph2q to Oph3q. The corrector obtained accord-
ing to our recipe for a type #1 method is
xn`1 “ 13
`
4xn ´ xn´1
˘` 2
3
hvpn`1 `Oph3q (4b)
which culminates with a re-evaluation for vn`1 “ vptn`1,xn`1q. This cor-
rector is the well-known BDF2 formula, the method we are generalizing
around. Including correction terms for acceleration changed ´1
3
hpvpn`1´3vnq
6
to 2
3
hvpn`1 and in the process improved its accuracy from Oph2q to Oph3q.
For both integrators, displacement has weight 1, while velocity has weight
2
3
h. The predictor and corrector are consistent in this regard, a required
design objective when deriving an admissible PECE method.
Variables are to be updated according to n´1 Ð n and n Ð n`1 after
which counter n gets incremented. After finishing with the data management,
the solution is ready for advancement to the next integration step, with
looping continuing until n “ N whereat the solution becomes complete.
4. PECE Methods for Second-Order ODEs
For this class of problems it is assumed that the velocity is described
as a function of time and displacement, e.g., vn “ vptn,xnq, and likewise,
the acceleration is also a prescribed function in terms of time, displacement
and velocity, e.g., an “ aptn,xn,vnq. An initial condition is to be supplied
by the user, viz., xp0q “ x0. The objective of this method is to solve this
second-order ODE for displacement xn`1, which is to be evaluated at the
next moment in time tn`1, wherein n “ 0, 1, . . . , N´1.
Like the previous method, this is a two-step method so, consequently, it is
not self starting. To take a first step, apply the predictor (a straightforward
Taylor series expansion)
xp1 “ x0 ` hv0 ` 12h2a0 `Oph3q (5a)
followed by evaluations vp1 “ vpt1,xp1q and ap1 “ apt1,xp1,vp1q to prepare for
executing its corrector
x1 “ x0 ` 12h
`
vp1 ` v0
˘´ 1
12
h2
`
ap1 ´ a0
˘`Oph4q (5b)
after which one re-evaluates v1 “ vpt1,x1q and a1 “ apt1,x1,v1q. Including
correction terms for jerk changed ´1
4
h2papn`1´anq to ´ 112h2papn`1´anq and in
the process improved its accuracy from Oph3q to Oph4q. After this integrator
has been run once, a switch is made to employ the two-step PECE method
described below to finish up.
For entering step counts that lie within the interval n “ 1 to n “ N´1,
numeric integration continues by employing a predictor
xpn`1 “ 13
`
4xn ´ xn´1
˘` 1
6
h
`
3vn ` vn´1
˘
` 1
36
h2
`
31an ´ an´1
˘`Oph4q (6a)
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followed by evaluations vpn`1 “ vptn`1,xpn`1q and apn`1 “ aptn`1,xpn`1,vpn`1q
to be made sequentially. Here including correction terms for jerk changed
1
6
hp5vn ´ vn´1q ` 112h2p7an ´ an´1q to 16hp3vn ` vn´1q ` 136h2p31an ´ an´1q
and in the process improved its accuracy from Oph3q to Oph4q. A corrector
that is consistent with the above predictor is
xn`1 “ 13
`
4xn ´ xn´1
˘` 1
24
h
`
vpn`1 ` 14vn ` vn´1
˘
` 1
72
h2
`
10apn`1 ` 51an ´ an´1
˘`Oph4q (6b)
whose derivation follows below in §4.1. With the corrector having been run,
finish by re-evaluating vn`1 “ vptn`1,xn`1q and an`1 “ aptn`1,xn`1,vn`1q.
Variables are to be updated according to n´1 Ð n, n Ð n`1, plus the
counter n gets incremented. After that the solution is ready for advancement
to the next integration step, with looping continuing until n “ N whereat
the solution becomes complete.
4.1. Derivation of the Corrector
The corrector obtained via our recipe for a type #1 corrector is
xn`1 “ 13
`
4xn ´ xn´1
˘` 1
9
h
`
vpn`1 ` 5vn
˘` 2
9
h2
`
apn`1 ` 3an
˘`Oph4q
where inclusion of correction terms for jerk changed 1
3
hp´vpn`1 ` 3vnq `
1
6
h2papn`1 ` 5anq to 19hpvpn`1 ` 5vnq ` 29h2papn`1 ` 3anq and in the process
improved its accuracy from Oph3q to Oph4q.
The corrector obtained via our recipe for a type #2 corrector is
xn`1 “ 13
`
4xn ´ xn´1
˘` 1
36
h
`´vpn`1 ` 22vn ` 3vn´1˘
` 1
36
h2
`
2apn`1 ` 27an ´ an´1
˘`Oph4q
where the correction terms for jerk changed ´1
6
hp´2vpn`1 ` 7vn ´ vn´1q `
1
12
h2p2apn`1 ` 9an ´ an´1q to 136hp´vpn`1 ` 22vn ` 3vn´1q ` 136h2p2apn`1 `
27an´ an´1q and in the process improved its accuracy from Oph3q to Oph4q.
Unfortunately, neither of these two correctors is consistent with the pre-
dictor in Eq. (6a). This predictor has a weight imposed on displacement of
1, a weight imposed on velocity of 2
3
h, and a weight imposed on acceleration
of 5
6
h2. It is desirable to seek a corrector with these same weights. This
would imply that if a field, say acceleration, were uniform over a time in-
terval, say rtn´1, tn`1s, then both the predictor and corrector would produce
the same numeric value for acceleration’s contribution to the overall result at
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this location in time. The correctors derived from types #1 and #2 are con-
sistent with this predictor for all contributions except acceleration. In terms
of acceleration, the predictor has a weight of 5
6
h2, while corrector #1 has a
weight of 8
9
h2 and corrector #2 has a weight of 7
9
h2. Curiously, averaging
correctors #1 and #2 does produce the correct weight. There is consistency
between the predictor and this ‘averaged’ corrector, which is the corrector
put forward in Eq. (6b).
4.2. When Only Acceleration is Controlled
There is an important class of problems that is similar to the above class in
that acceleration is described through a function of state; however, velocity
is not. Velocity, like displacement, is a response function for this class of
problems. Acceleration is still described by a function of time, displacement
and velocity, e.g., an “ aptn,xn,vnq; however, instead of the velocity being
given as a function, it, like displacement, is to be solved through integration.
Two initial conditions must be supplied, viz., xp0q “ x0 and vp0,x0q “ v0.
This is how Newton’s Second Law usually presents itself for analysis. Beeman
[1] constructed a different set of multi-step methods that can also be used to
get solutions for this class of problems.
This is a two-step method. Therefore, it will require a one-step method to
startup an analysis. To start integration, take the first step using predictors
xp1 “ x0 ` hv0 ` 12h2a0 `Oph3q (7a)
vp1 “ v0 ` ha0 `Oph3q (7b)
followed by an evaluation for ap1 “ apt1,xp1,vp1q. Their paired correctors are
x1 “ x0 ` 12h
`
vp1 ` v0
˘´ 1
12
h2
`
ap1 ´ a0
˘`Oph4q (7c)
v1 “ v0 ` 12h
`
ap1 ` a0
˘`Oph4q (7d)
followed with a re-evaluation for a1 “ apt1,x1,v1q. With the first step of
integration taken, one can switch to the PECE algorithm described below.
For entering step counts that lie within the interval n “ 1 to n “ N´1,
numeric integration continues by employing predictors
xpn`1 “ 13
`
4xn ´ xn´1
˘` 1
6
h
`
3vn ` vn´1
˘
` 1
36
h2
`
31an ´ an´1
˘`Oph4q (8a)
vpn`1 “ 13
`
4vn ´ vn´1
˘` 2
3
h
`
2an ´ an´1
˘`Oph4q (8b)
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followed with an evaluation of apn`1 “ aptn`1,xpn`1,vpn`1q. The paired cor-
rectors belonging with these predictors are
xn`1 “ 13
`
4xn ´ xn´1
˘` 1
24
h
`
vpn`1 ` 14vn ` vn´1
˘
` 1
72
h2
`
10apn`1 ` 51an ´ an´1
˘`Oph4q (8c)
vn`1 “ 13
`
4vn ´ vn´1
˘` 2
3
hapn`1 `Oph4q (8d)
which are followed with a re-evaluation for an`1 “ aptn`1,xn`1,vn`1q.
Variables are to be updated according to n´1 Ð n and n Ð n`1, after
which counter n gets incremented. Upon finishing the data management, a
solution is ready for advancement to the next integration step, with looping
continuing until n “ N whereat the solution becomes complete.
5. Error and Step-Size Control
To be able to control the local truncation error one must first have an
estimate for its value. Here error is defined as a norm in the difference
between predicted and corrected values. A recipe for computing this is stated
in the Strategy section. These expressions, although informative, cannot be
used as stated because Taylor expansions for velocity have been applied to
remove the next higher-order term in the Taylor series for displacement to
improve accuracy.
An estimate for truncation error is simply
εn`1 “ }xn`1 ´ x
p
n`1}
maxp1, }xn`1}q (9)
which can be used to control the size of a time step applied to an integrator,
i.e., a local time step. Our objective here is to keep ε below some allowable
error, i.e., a user specified tolerance denoted as tol, typically set within the
range of r10´8, 10´2s.
At this juncture it is instructive to introduce separate notations for the
two time steps that arise in a typical implementation for an algorithm of this
type into code. Let ∆t denote the global time step, and let h denote the
local time step. The global time step is considered to be uniformly sized at
∆t “ T {N , where T is the time at which analysis stops and N is the number
of discrete nodes whereat information is to be passed back from the solver
to its driver. Typically N is selected to be dense enough so that a user can
10
create a suitable graphical representation of the result. On the other hand,
the local time step h that appears in formulæ (3–8) is dynamically sized to
maintain accuracy. If error ε becomes too large, then h is reduced, and if it
becomes too small, then h is increased.
If there is to be a local time step of size h that adjusts dynamically, then
the first question one must answer is: What is an acceptable value for h to
start an integration with? It has been your professor’s experience that the
user is not as reliable in this regard as he/she would like to believe. The
following automated procedure has been found to be useful in this regard [4].
From the initial conditions, compute
h0 “ }x0}}v0} constrained so that
∆t
100
ă h0 ă ∆t
10
and with this initial estimate for the step size, take an Euler step forward
xp1 “ x0` h0v0, evaluate vp1 “ vph0,xp1q, follow with a trapezoidal correction
x1 “ x0 ` 12h0pvp1 ` v0q, and re-evaluate v1 “ vph0,x1q. At this juncture,
one can get an improved estimate for the initial step size via
h1 “ 2
ˇˇˇˇ}x1} ´ }x0}
}v1} ` }v0}
ˇˇˇˇ
subject to
∆t
1000
ă h1.
With this information, one can calculate the number of steps S needed by
a local solver to traverse the first step belonging to the global solver whose
step size is ∆t; specifically,
S “ max`2, roundp∆t{h1q˘ with h “ ∆t{S (10)
and a reasonable value for the initial, local, step size h is now in hand. As a
minimum, there are to be two local steps taken for each global step traversed.
From here on a discrete PI controller (originally derived from control
theory as a senior engineering project at Lund Institute of Technology in
Lund, Sweden [5]) is employed to automatically manage the size of h. The
goal of this PI controller is to allow a solution to traverse its path with
maximum efficiency, all the while maintaining a specified tolerance on error.
The P in PI stands for proportional feedback and accounts for current
error, while the I in PI stands for integral feedback and accounts for an accu-
mulation of error. The simplest controller is an I controller. For controlling
step size, this I controller adjusts h via [10]
C “ hn`1
hn
“
ˆ
tol
εn`1
˙kI
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wherein kI designates gain in the integral feedback loop, while tol is the
maximum truncation error to be tolerated over a local step of integration.
Such controllers had been used by the numerical analysis community for a
long time, and are known to be problematic [6, pp. 31–35]. Controls engineers
know that PI controllers are superior to I controllers, and for the task of
managing h, in 1988 a team of students at Lund University derived [5]
C “ hn`1
hn
“
ˆ
tol
εn`1
˙kI`kP ˆεn`1
tol
˙kP
wherein kP designates gain in the proportional feedback loop. This PI con-
troller has revolutionized how commercial-grade ODE solvers are built today.
A strategy for managing error by dynamically adjusting the size of time
step h can now be put forward. To do so, it is instructive to introduce a
second counter s that decrements from S down to 0. It designates the number
of steps left to go before reaching the node located at the end of a global step
that the integrator is currently traversing. S needs to be redetermined each
time the algorithm advances to its next global step. If there is a discontinuity
in step size h across this interface, then the history variables will need to be
adjusted using, e.g., a Hermite interpolator [9]. A suitable algorithm for
controlling truncation error by managing step size is described below.
Initialize the controller by setting εn “ 1.
1. After completing an integration for displacement xn`1, and possibly
velocity vn`1, via any of the integrators given in Eqs. (3–8), calculate
an estimate for its local truncation error εn`1 via Eq. (9).
2. Calculate a scaling factor C that comes from the controller
C “
#`
tol
εn`1
˘0.7{pp`1q ` εn
tol
˘0.4{pp`1q
if εn ă tol and εn`1 ă tol`
εn`1
tol
˘1{p
otherwise
wherein tol is the truncation error that the controller targets and p is
the order of the method, e.g., it appears as Ophp`1q in formulæ (3–8).
3. If C ą 2 plus s ą 3 and s is even, then double the step size h “ 2h,
halve the steps to go s “ s{2, and continue on to the next step.
4. If 1 ď C ď 2 then maintain the step size, decrement the counter, and
on continue to the next step.
5. If C ă 1 yet εn`1 ď tol , then halve the step size h “ h{2, double the
steps to go s “ 2s, and continue on to the next step.
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6. Else C ă 1 and εn`1 ą tol , then halve the step size h “ h{2, double
the steps to go s “ 2s, and repeat the integration step from n to n`1.
For the I controller, the gain on feedback has been set at kI “ 1{p. For the
PI controller, the gain on I feedback has been set at kI “ 0.3{pp ` 1q while
the gain on P feedback has been set at kP “ 0.4{pp` 1q, wherein factors 0.3
and 0.4 have been selected based upon the developer’s experience in working
with their controller [5, 10]. By only admitting either a doubling or a halving
of the current step size, a built-in mechanism is in play that mitigates the
likelihood that wind-up or wind-down instabilities will happen in practice.
Whenever a step is to be halved, the displacement at a half step can be
approximated via
xn´1{2 “ 12pxn ` xn´1q ´ 18 hpvn ´ vn´1q `Oph4q `Ophp`1q (11)
which is a cubic Hermite interpolant [9] whose accuracy isOph4q withOphp`1q
designating accuracy of the numerical method used to approximate displace-
ments xn and xn`1 and, for solvers (7 & 8), a like interpolation for velocities
vn and vn`1 will be required, too.
As a closing comment, many PECE methods are often implemented as
PEpCEqm methods with the correct/evaluate steps being repeated m times,
or until convergence. It has been your professor’s experience that PECE, i.e.,
m “ 1, is usually sufficient whenever the step size h is properly controlled
to keep the truncation error in check, provided a reasonable assignment for
permissible error has been made, typically tol « 10´pp`1q.
6. Examples
Examples are provided to illustrate the numerical methods put forward.
A chemical kinetics problem, popular in the numerical analysis literature [7,
pp. 115–116], is considered for testing the two-step PECE method of Eqs. (3
& 4) used to solve first-order systems of ODEs, including stiff ODEs. The
vibrational response of an formula SAE race car is simulated to illustrate a
problem belonging to the class of solvers that are appropriate for applications
of Newton’s Second Law of motion.
6.1. Brusselator
The Brusselator describes a chemical kinetics problem where six sub-
stances are being mixed, and whose evolution through time is characterized
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Figure 1: A concentration plot for a Brusselator response with A “ 1 and B “ 3. Solutions
are presented for several initial conditions. All solutions approach a limit cycle.
by two, coupled, differential equations in two unknowns A and B, viz.,
9y1 “ A` y21y2 ´ pB ´ 1qy1
9y2 “ By1 ´ y21y2
whose eigenvalues are
λ “ 1
2
´
´ `1´B ` A2˘˘ap1´B ` A2q2 ´ 4A2¯
where parameters A and B are, to an extent, at the disposal of a chemist.
This system exhibits vary different behaviors for different values of its
parameters. For values A “ 1 and B “ 3 (see Fig. 1) the solution converges
to a limit cycle that orbits a steady-state attractor located at coordinate
(1, 3) for these values of A and B. This limit cycle does not depend upon
initial condition (IC), provided the IC does not reside at the steady state.
The behavior is very different for parameters A “ 100 and B “ 3. Here
the solutions rapidly settle in on asymptotic responses (see Fig. 2). Figures
1 & 2 came from the same system of equations, just different parameters.
Ability of the PI controller discussed in §5 to manage the local trunca-
tion error by adjusting the local step size is illustrated in Fig. 3. Statistics
gathered from these runs are reported on in Table 1
The solutions in Fig. 1 have an eigenvalue ratio of |λmax|{|λmin| “ 2.6,
whereas the solutions in Fig. 2 have a ratio of |λmax|{|λmin| “ 9, 602. Al-
though there is no accepted ‘definition’ for stiffness in the numerical analysis
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Figure 2: Brusselator response versus time with A “ 100 and B “ 3 for several initial
conditions. The response curves have been normalized against their initial values.
Figure 3: Local truncation error versus time for both Brusselator problems. The error
tolerance was set at 10´4, which is the upper horizontal axis in both plots. The sawtooth
response in the right plot was caused by the step size being doubled at those locations.
Oscillations of error in the left plot arose from the PI controller navigating corners.
Initial A “ 1, B “ 3, tend “ 20 s A “ 100, B “ 3, tend “ 0.1 s
Condition #steps #halved #doubled #steps #halved #doubled
(0.1, 0.1) 1186 6 9 353 0 6
(1.5, 3.0) 1592 6 9 362 0 4
(2.0, 0.5) 1332 7 10 467 0 3
(3.25, 2.5) 1451 6 12 414 0 5
Table 1: Runtime statistics for the results plotted in Figs. 1–3. There were 200 global
steps for the limit cycle analyses, and 100 global steps for the stiff analyses. In none of
these numerical experiments did the integrator have to restart because of excessive error.
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literature, there are some rules of thumb that exist. Probably the simplest
to apply is the ratio Λ “ |λmax|{|λmin| with Λ « 10 being the boundary.
Systems of ODEs whose ratio of extreme eigenvalues is less than about 10
do not exhibit stiffness; whereas, systems of ODEs whose ratio Λ exceeds 10,
and certainly 100, do exhibit stiffness.
Explicit methods, e.g., the predictors presented herein, when used alone,
do not fair well when attempting to acquire solutions from systems of ODEs
that are mathematically stiff. Implicit methods are needed, e.g., the cor-
rectors presented herein. The solutions graphed in Fig. 1 are for a non-stiff
problem, while the solutions graphed in Fig. 2 are for a stiff problem. The
implicit two-step method of Eqs. (3 & 4) is a viable integrator for solving stiff
systems of ODEs of first order; in contrast, explicit Runge-Kutta methods
are not suitable.
6.2. Vibrational Response of a Vehicle
In this example we consider the vibrational response of a car as it travels
down a roadway. This response is excited by an unevenness in the roadway,
accentuated by the speed of a vehicle. This simulation determines the heave
z, pitch θ, and roll φ of a vehicle at its center of gravity excited by its traversal
over a roadway.
There are three degrees of freedom for this problem with the position x,
velocity v, and acceleration a vectors taking on forms of
x “
$&%zθ
φ
,.- , v “
$&%
9z
9θ
9φ
,.- , a “
$&%
:z
:θ
:φ
,.-
wherein 9z “ Bz{Bt, :z “ B2z{Bt2, etc. In our application of this simulator,
we consider a formula SAE race car like the one our seniors design, fabricate
and compete with every year in a cap stone project here at Texas A&M.
There are three matrices that establish the vibrational characteristics of
a vehicle. There is a mass matrix
M “
»–m 0 00 Jθ 0
0 0 Jφ
fifl
where m is the collective mass of the car and its driver, Jθ is the moment of
inertia resisting pitching motions, and Jφ is the moment of inertia resisting
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rolling motions. There is also a damping matrix
C “
»– c1 ` c2 ` c3 ` c4´pc1 ` c2q`f ` pc3 ` c4q`r
´pc1 ´ c2qρf ` pc3 ´ c4qρr
´pc1 ` c2q`f ` pc3 ` c4q`r ´pc1 ´ c2qρf ` pc3 ´ c4qρr
pc1 ` c2q`2f ` pc3 ` c4q`2r pc1 ´ c2q`fρf ` pc3 ´ c4q`rρr
pc1 ´ c2q`fρf ` pc3 ´ c4q`rρr pc1 ` c2qρ2f ` pc3 ` c4qρ2r
fifl
and a like stiffness matrix
K “
»– k1 ` k2 ` k3 ` k4´pk1 ` k2q`f ` pk3 ` k4q`r
´pk1 ´ k2qρf ` pk3 ´ k4qρr
´pk1 ` k2q`f ` pk3 ` k4q`r ´pk1 ´ k2qρf ` pk3 ´ k4qρr
pk1 ` k2q`2f ` pk3 ` k4q`2r pk1 ´ k2q`fρf ` pk3 ´ k4q`rρr
pk1 ´ k2q`fρf ` pk3 ´ k4q`rρr pk1 ` k2qρ2f ` pk3 ` k4qρ2r
fifl
wherein c1 and k1 are the effective damping coefficient and spring stiffness
for the suspension located at the driver’s front, c2 and k2 are located at the
passenger’s front, c3 and k3 are located at the passenger’s rear, and c4 and
k4 are located at the driver’s rear. Lengths `f and `r measure distance from
the front and rear axles to the center of gravity (CG) for the car and driver
with their sum being the wheelbase. Lengths ρf and ρr measure distance
from the centerline (CL) of the vehicle out to the center of a tire patch along
the front and rear axles, respectively. Typically, ρf ą ρr to allow a driver to
take a tighter/shorter path into a corner during competition.
Interacting with these three matrices is a vector that establishes how a
roadway excites a vehicle. It is described by
f “
$&%
w ´ c1 9R1 ´ c2 9R2 ´ c3 9R3 ´ c4 9R4 ´ k1R1 ´ k2R2 ´ k3R3 ´ k4R4`
c1 9R1 ` c2 9R2 ` k1R1 ` k2R2
˘
`f ´
`
31 9R3 ` c4 9R4 ` k3R3 ` k4R4
˘
`r`
c1 9R1 ´ c2 9R2 ` k1R1 ´ k2R2
˘
ρf ´
`
31 9R3 ´ c4 9R4 ` k3R3 ´ k4R4
˘
ρr
,.-
where w is the weight (mass times gravity) of the car and its driver. Func-
tions Rptq and 9Rptq are for displacement and velocity occurring normal to
a roadway, measured from smooth. Roadway velocity is proportional to ve-
hicle speed. It is through these functions that time enters into a solution.
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Ri and 9Ri, i “ 1, 2, 3, 4, follow the same numbering scheme as the damping
coefficients and spring stiffnesses.
To apply our numerical algorithm (7 & 8), one simply computes
apt,x,vq “M´1 ¨ `fptq ´C ¨ v ´K ¨ x˘
and assigns a suitable pair of ICs: one for displacement, and the other for
velocity, as they pertain to the motion of a vehicle at its center of gravity.
Initial conditions can be cast is various ways. The simplest ICs come from
either starting at rest, or starting at a constant velocity on a smooth roadway.
Either way, one arrives at
x0 “ K´1 ¨ f0 and v0 “
$&%00
0
,.- wherein f0 “
$&%w0
0
,.-
because Ri “ 0 and 9Ri “ 0, i “ 1, 2, 3, 4, in these two cases. Remember,
velocity v0 is not the speed of your car; rather, it is a change in vehicle
motion with respect to its center of gravity.
To illustrate the simulator, a roadway was constructed with five gradual
waves at a wavelength equal to the wheelbase. To excite roll, the passenger
side lagged out of phase with the driver side by a tenth of the wheelbase.
Vehicle speed was set at 10 mph. There were 500 global nodes so the density
of output would produce nice graphs, for which there were 5,422 local inte-
gration steps required with 8 steps being doubled. No steps were halved, and
no steps required to be restarted. The responses are plotted in Fig. 4, while
the errors are reported in Fig. 5. It is apparent that the integrator (7 & 8)
performs to expectations, and that the PI controller of §5 does an admirable
job in managing the local truncation error.
Vitals for the car that was simulated include: m = 14 slugs (w = 450 lbs),
Jθ “ 45 ft.lbs/(rad/sec2q, Jφ “ 20 ft.lbs/(rad/sec2q, `f = 3.2 ft, `r = 1.8 ft,
ρf = 2.1 ft, ρr = 2 ft, the front dampers were set at 10 lbs/(in/sec) and the
rears were set at 15 lbs/(in/sec), while the front springs had stiffnesses of
150 lbs/in and the rears were selected at 300 lbs/in. These are reminiscent
of a typical FSAE race car.
7. Summary
Two-step methods have been constructed that aspire to the structure of
the well-known BDF2 formula. A predictor is derived for each case allowing
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Figure 4: Heave z is plotted against time in the left graphic, while pitch θ and roll φ are
plotted against time in the right graphic. Heave and pitch have static offsets, whereas roll
does not.
Figure 5: Local truncation error versus time for the FSAE race car driving over a sequence
of bumps. The error tolerance was set at 10´4, which is the upper horizontal axis of the
plot.
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PECE solution schemes to be put forward. The first method (3 & 4) that
was introduced solves the classic problem where Bx{Bt “ vpt,xq subject
to an IC of xp0q “ x0. The second method (5 & 6) introduced solves a
fairly atypical case where functions for both velocity vpt,xq and acceleration
apt,x,vq are given and a solution for the displacement x is sought, subject to
an initial condition xp0q “ x0. And the third method (7 & 8) melds these two
algorithms to construct a solver for the case where acceleration is given via a
function apt,x,vq from which solutions for both velocity v and displacement
x are sought, subject to initial conditions of xp0q “ x0 and vp0,x0q “ v0.
A PI controller is used to manage the local truncation error by dynamically
adjusting the size of the local time step. All integrators have been illustrated
using non-trivial example problems.
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